Evaluating OER for ESL

1. Review Resources
2. Discuss Evaluation Rubric OER for ESL
3. Meet colleagues and review a resource from OERI ESL Discipline List
   a. What changes would you recommend to the OER for ESL Rubric?
   b. What are some special challenges for OER adopters/adapters/creators in this discipline?
   c. What are some gaps in OER for ESL and how would you like to see these gaps addressed?

Questions? sara.ferguson@gcccd.edu
Introductions

Sara Ferguson, Grossmont College, Introduction to Academic English (credit integrated skills ESL)
Discipline Lead, OER Initiative, ASCCC

Please introduce yourself in the chat

1. College?
2. If you are teaching this semester, what are you teaching?
3. What is your interest in OER?